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“A story once went the rounds of Israel to the effect that Ben-Gurion described me as 'the only
man' in his cabinet. What amused me about is that he (or whoever invented the story) thought
that this was the greatest compliment that could be paid to a woman. I very much doubt that any
man would have been flattered if I had said about him that he was the only woman in the
government!” – Golda MeirIsrael’s Day of Independence, Yom Ha’atzmaut, is celebrated on the
fifth day of the Hebrew calendar in the month of Iyar. It is immediately preceded by Yom
HaZikaron, the Memorial Day for the fallen Israeli soldiers who gave their lives for Israel’s
establishment. Emphasis switches from the memorial celebration to the celebration of
independence a few minutes after sundown.The day on which the state of Israel was signed into
existence was May 14, 1948. Many important figures in Israeli history played a part in the
establishment of the new state, and among the most iconic is the nation’s first female premier,
Golda Meir. Known as the “uncrowned queen of Israel”[1] and “Mother Courage,”[2] Meir was an
activist for many years, lobbying for a Jewish state in the Mandate of Palestine. She served in
numerous capacities before her appointment as Prime Minister and remains one of the most
revered Israeli leaders from the pre-state years through the long-sought dream of a Jewish
nation.One of eight children from a poverty-stricken family, she was to become an immigrant to a
new land twice in her life. Meir and her parents fled from Kyiv during Russia's antisemitic
pogroms in 1905, about a decade after the Dreyfus Affair in France. She grew up in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin before rising the ranks back in the Middle East. When it came to Israel and her role in
its early years, she noted, "We Jews have a secret weapon in our struggle with the Arabs; we
have no place to go."As in the days of the Biblical Hebrews’ migration out of Egypt under
Pharaoh, finding a Jewish homeland meant the adjustment of national boundaries and the
displacement of certain neighboring cultures. In the modern age, this has led to several major
military conflicts and the need for an ongoing state of readiness within the Israeli military. Meir
found herself at the helm of the Yom Kippur War, a time in which Israel was at its most
vulnerable, under attack on multiple fronts against an Arab coalition that surrounded Israel on
three sides.
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been a guest on NPR’s Morning Edition, and his artwork has been featured in several shows
across the country, most recently at the Brooklyn Public Library.--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.Review“[An] entertaining assemblage of boozy anecdotes, quotes, and
Tinseltown lore.” —Elle“This book is like being at the best dinner party in the world. And I thought
I was the first person to put a bar in my closet. I was clearly born during the wrong era.” —
Chelsea Handler“Booze it up with F. Scott! Roll one with McQueen! In Of All The Gin Joints, you
can experience the true measure of showbiz debauchery without the annoying side effects of
divorce, death, or unfulfilled potential!” —Rob Lowe, author of Love Life“Pure fun . . . A perfect
bedside reader.” —ImbibeMagazine.com“Foodies and celebrity watchers alike will be delighted
by this walk through Hollywood drinking history.” —Library Journal, starred review“Sensational
stories of drinking and excess by Hollywood celebrities . . . [A] scrapbook approach, full of boxes
and sidebars and illustrated with numerous cartoons by Edward Hemingway, while the stories
are funny, sad and at times, unbelievable in the way only Hollywood could pull off.” —
Forbes.com“Hollywood gossip before TMZ came along and ruined it for everyone.” —
BookRiot“Emmy-nominated screenwriter Mark Bailey has concocted a heady mixture of stories
from Hollywood watering holes . . . Snappy little bios of some of Hollywood’s most famous
imbibers . . . And like an olive in a dry martini, Edward Hemingway’s slightly off-kilter illustrations
are a nice adornment. Cheers!” —Newsday“An irresistible compendium of Hollywood inebriates.
It’s one part history, one part cocktail recipe book, topped off with soulful black-and-white
caricatures . . . Whatever your preferences or level of party, your knowledge of Hollywood or
mixology, Of All the Gin Joints has something for everyone.” —KirkusReviews.com“This
wonderful combination of words and pictures is the perfect cocktail of a book: sweet enough to
go down easily, sour enough to cleanse the palate, and strong enough to leave you giddy. I
gulped down the first half and sipped the second half slowly, but when I finished I still wanted
more!” —Walter Kirn, author of Blood Will Out and Up in the Air“Of All the Gin Joints is one part
cinematic history, one part old Hollywood weirdness, and one part handy basic bar guide, with a
dash of romance and more than a few wry twists. Bailey and Hemingway prove themselves very
entertaining cultural mixologists.” —Sam Lipsyte --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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about is that he (or whoever invented the story) thought that this was the greatest compliment
that could be paid to a woman. I very much doubt that any man would have been flattered if I had
said about him that he was the only woman in the government!” – Golda MeirIsrael’s Day of
Independence, Yom Ha’atzmaut, is celebrated on the fifth day of the Hebrew calendar in the
month of Iyar. It is immediately preceded by Yom HaZikaron, the Memorial Day for the fallen
Israeli soldiers who gave their lives for Israel’s establishment. Emphasis switches from the
memorial celebration to the celebration of independence a few minutes after sundown.The day
on which the state of Israel was signed into existence was May 14, 1948. Many important figures
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she was to become an immigrant to a new land twice in her life. Meir and her parents fled from
Kyiv during Russia's antisemitic pogroms in 1905, about a decade after the Dreyfus Affair in
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Hebrews’ migration out of Egypt under Pharaoh, finding a Jewish homeland meant the
adjustment of national boundaries and the displacement of certain neighboring cultures. In the
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future fourth Prime Minister of Israel was born on May 3, 1898 as Golda Mabovitch. She was
named for a maternal great-grandmother, known for her “strong will and stubbornness.”[3] Her
birthplace was in Ukraine, and among her chief memories of early childhood was a Russian
pogrom in 1905, during which a mob killed over 100 Jews. Her existence was marked by
extreme poverty and frequent discrimination, but she was attracted to her “tenacious,
intransigent”[4] relatives, in particular her paternal grandfather.Golda as a young childNick
Grapsy’s picture of a plaque in Kyiv honoring Meir where she was bornMeir’s father Moshe was
a carpenter who, seeing no way forward, sold his tools in 1903 and moved to the United States,
promising to send for his wife and children when he could financially sustain such a move. Her
mother, Blume Mabovitch, moved to Pinsk in present-day Belarus due to the continued
pogroms. There, she fasted in protest, and despite being not yet five years of age, Golda
insisted on participating. She and her mother survived by making bread and moved to the
United States three years later, ultimately settling in Wisconsin.The migration to the U.S. was
rendered more difficult as Golda’s father had helped a friend’s family come by claiming them as
his own. Thus, Meir and her mother were forced to use false names to enter the country. In 1905,
they found their way to Milwaukee after landing in Quebec and taking the train across the border.
There, they opened a grocery store with an attached apartment. Golda was running the store by
the age of eight while her mother went for supplies. In 1906, Meir attended the Fourth Street
Grade School, from which she graduated as valedictorian, despite having little command of the
English language.The first signs of Meir’s bent for activism came when she noticed that not
everyone could afford to buy textbooks, despite school being free. In 1909, she formed the
American Young Sisters Society to raise funds for schoolbooks. She went on to attend North
Division High School and joined a Zionist group called the Po’alei Zion (“Workers of Zion”),
supporting the establishment of a new Jewish state in Palestine.Meir’s immediate goal was to
obtain a high school diploma and become a teacher. Her parents, however, were adamant that
she marry instead and rely on a husband’s income to keep her out of the job market. As part of
their argument, they cautioned her that in most areas, teachers who were unmarried could not
be employed. Nonetheless, Meir would not submit and increased her activities with the Po’alei
Zion.In 1913, at the age of 15, Meir stole out of the house and moved to Denver, where she lived
with her married sister, Sheyna Korngold. She enrolled in high school and supported herself by
working at her brother-in-law’s dry-cleaning shop. Sheyna held regular “intellectual evenings in
their home.”[5] Through these social gatherings, Meir was exposed to discussions of Zionism,
literature, women’s suffrage, and trade unionism. She vividly recalled the early years when
Sheyna, nine years her senior, risked her life to attend Labor Zionist meetings. In Denver, she
also met Morris Myerson, a sign painter, for whom she felt an immediate attraction. Myerson had
a passion for “the arts, music, and Golda.”[6] At the same time, however, Myerson was described
by Yechiam Weitz as “an intellectual without a cent.”[7]Golda in 1914In a few months, Meir’s
parents sent an apology of sorts to their daughter and coaxed her into returning to Wisconsin.
Once home, she finished school in 1915 and earned a teacher’s certificate from Wisconsin State



Normal School, later renamed Wisconsin State Teachers College and Wisconsin State College
of Milwaukee. Two years later, her father became a U.S. citizen and Golda took a position at the
Yiddish-speaking Folks Schule. Still overruling the objections of her parents, she took both paths
and married Morris Myerson in 1917 with her teacher certificate firmly in hand. The two had
never lost contact since the evening they met at her sister’s house. The most fervent teaching,
however, was done on the street corners of the city, teaching Zionism to anyone who would
listen, “much to her father’s distress.”[8]In the wake of her earlier work with the Po’alei Zion, Meir
added collecting donations for the Jewish National Fund to buy plots of land for settlers
relocating to Palestine. Following a new series of pogroms in Poland and Ukraine, she gained
national attention with a protest march that drew thousands. It was at this point that she realized
the necessity of moving to Palestine as well. Before departing, she attended her first convention
of the American Jewish Congress as a delegate from Milwaukee.Myerson never shared his
wife’s enthusiasm for moving to Palestine, but for her it was a precondition for marriage.
However, the move was continually interrupted because of canceled transports by the
expanding First World War. Finally, in 1921, after four years of saving, they sailed aboard the
USS Pocahontas headed for Naples, with Sheyna and Meir’s niece Judith. Originally a German
vessel, she was interned in New York and converted to a troop carrier. Another leg by ship and a
lengthy journey by train brought them to Tel Aviv. Meir and Morris traveled during the “Third
Aliyah,” the third immigrant tide to Palestine, when she was 19 years of age.A New
State“Pessimism is a luxury that a Jew can never allow himself.” – Golda MeirSoon after they
arrived, Morris and Meir, who referred to herself as Myerson at the time, applied to the Merhavia
kibbutz in northern Israel. Meaning “Great Enlargement,” its founders were members of the
Hashomer Hatzair, a Zionist scouting group that had migrated from Galicia through Haifa. Under
establishment at that time, the commune rejected their application, claiming that they were not
yet prepared for married couples. At the time, little to nothing grew in the new kibbutz, and it was
described by Letty Cottin Pogrebin as an expanse of “festering swamps with no orchards, no
meadows, no flowers, nothing.”[9]Their rejection was soon followed by a curious about face and
an acceptance of their application. Some believe that the residents were enamored of Morris
and his phonograph and classical record collection. Myerson himself did not fare well, coming
down with malaria and a general feeling of uselessness. He refused to have children unless Meir
agreed to rear them in a “conventional family setting.”[10] Nevertheless, the couple settled into
communal life, and together, they raised chickens, picked almonds, and planted trees. In time,
Meir was given the management of the community kitchen. After only one year, she was elected
to a position on the kibbutz steering committee and became a representative to Histadrut.Golda
on the kibbutz in the 1920sFounded on December 12, 1920, at the Haifa Technicon, the
Histadrut was created as a trade union to organize and oversee the activities of Jewish workers.
Attempts made earlier had failed as certain political parties wanted to oversee services of their
own members. Agencies included the consumers union, the sick fund, and the employment
exchanges. The approach was influenced by the Russian-Jewish socialist tradition of the early



century “Second Aliyah,” or “Second Migration.” They collectively believed in the building and
settlement of Jewish Palestine, were devoted to the revival of the Hebrew language and of the
Jewish culture. As strict socialists, they were adamant that representatives of the Histadrut
should not earn more than the workers themselves. By the end of the decade, the Histadrut
encompassed more than 75% of the entire Jewish Palestine labor force.Such service required
that Meir move to Jerusalem at a time in which she was doing her best to live a more traditional
life. Morris worked as a bookkeeper for the Histadrut Building Office, which from time to time
failed to pay its salaries. Meir loved to work but wanted it to be in the Zionist cause. Now, as
Morris had at the kibbutz, she felt “useless and disconsolate.”[11]In 1924, son Menachem was
born, and matters came to a head with Myerson when Meir was offered a job in Tel-Aviv in the
Mo’ezet ha-Po’alot, the Women’s Working Council. Restless at home, she realized that Morris
would never approve of such a job, so she simply accepted it without telling him and moved to
Tel Aviv with her son and her sister. He visited on most weekends, but the marriage was by this
time effectively over. The separation would not come for another 10 years, and Meir professed to
feeling a certain amount of guilt for not being “the wife he wanted and should have had.”[12]The
Mo’ezet ha-Po’alot was founded a year after the Histadrut as an elected apparatus for women. It
was subordinate only to the Va’ad ha-Po’el, the executive committee of the Histadrut. Founded
by a small group of women who immigrated to Palestine at the beginning of the twentieth
century, its legendary leader was Ada Maimon (Fishman), who helped to grant women an
“independent, yet affiliated, status within the Histadrut.”[13]The Histadrut was “the pivot of the
Jewish labor movement…key to the development of the Zionist Labor Movement”[14] with all
professions coming under its auspices. In terms of the Women’s Council, married women were
routinely and “unilaterally expelled”[15] when husbands were accused of “exploitation”[16] after
hiring employees, transforming themselves into employers.Only a few women were admitted to
top posts of the executive committee, including Meir. She became an official of the union’s
construction corporation, Solel Boneh, a leading organization among the Zionist labor unions.
Eventually she came to serve on key committees and was promoted to top positions. In the pre-
state era, she headed the political department of the Jewish Agency, working for the Women’s
Council. This required two years as an emissary to the United States, where Meir represented
the Histadrut as a delegate to the World Zionist Organization.Meir’s parents moved from the U.S.
to Palestine in 1926, as so many did during that period. In the same year, her daughter Sarah
was born in Jerusalem. By that time, Meir was a strong and informed voice in making a Jewish
claim for a state in the British Mandate of Palestine. Her view rejected the common
misconception that the Jews were forced into the diaspora by the Romans following the
destruction of the Second Temple of Jerusalem in 70 CE. The mistaken belief is carried further
by the claim that they returned 1,800 years later, demanding the return of their land. According to
Jewish belief, the people maintained their ties to the historic homeland for 3,700 years, and a
national language and a “distinct civilization” were maintained throughout that period. The Jews’
formal claim to Palestine was based on several additional points, foremost among them the



belief that God promised the land to the Patriarch Abraham. Second, they claim that the Jewish
people settled and developed the land. Further, the international community granted political
sovereignty of Palestine to the Jewish people, and finally, the territory was captured in defensive
wars. Meir’s only complaint about the Biblical legacy of Moses was expressed jokingly that “he
took us forty years into the desert to bring us to the one place in the Middle East that has no
oil.”[17]
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JJares, “A Unique Life. Besides knowing she was the only female Prime Minister of Israel, I knew
nothing about Golda Meir before reading this ebook. So, I was surprised by her remarkable life.
She was one of eight children in a destitute family. Golda immigrated twice, once to the US
(Wisconsin) from Ukraine and later to the land that would become Israel. When Meir
commented on why the Jews fought so hard for Israel, she was quick to remind everyone that
they had no place else to go (of course, she was alluding to the insult of countries not taking
more Jews during WWII, thus allowing many Jews to die by Hitler's hands).The fantastic thing
about her story is that Golda Meir came out of retirement to become Prime Minister. She served
four terms, starting at age 71! t first, I was surprised by the minimal info about Golda's personal
life. However, in many ways, Israel was her life. It was surprising to learn that she fought cancer
throughout much of the time she was the leader of Israel.The beauty of these ebooks is that they
offer hindsight and analysis of events that have occurred over many years. I appreciated the
clear writing about issues that were complex and long-lasting. However, I was stunned that
there wasn't a single photo or map showing the war activities between the Arabs and Jews.”

The book by Charles River Editors has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 16 people have provided
feedback.
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